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To the Place of Graves
Derek Fordham
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Elijah pointed to the east: a tall black basalt cliff rose vertically above a base of
chaotic broken pack-ice stained a vivid pink by the low Arctic sun.

'Iluvialu', he said - the place ofgraves. We had at last sighted Beechey Island.
SirJohn Franklin's expedition wintered here in l845-6with 129 men and 2 ships.
The following year they disappeared attempting to locate the North West
Passage. When their ships were crushed by ice they died hauling heavy boats
southwards over the frozen sea towards the Back River, watched by the Eskimos,
whose methods ofsurvival they were unwilling to adopt.

We camped on the lee of Wellington Channel to the west of that brooding cliff
with all its memories. Following the commendable Eskimo habit of rising late
after copious draughts of tea we struggled out of the tent the following morning
resolved to find a way through to the shore and the relicsofFranklin's expedition.

'In the Arctic be prepared for the worst and then whatever happens will be
easy', wrote Amundsen. In true Arctic fashion the island, which the previous
evening had seemed so close, took some 12 hours ofhard travelling to reach. Our
ski-doos crashed across ridge after ridge of glassy, turquoise ice blocks pushed
upwards by tremendous unseen forces of tide and current. Close under the cliffs
the ice was smooth and we coasted across Erebus Bay where many years earlier
Franklin's ships had lain beset in the ice.

Ahead in the dim blue midnight light we could see, through the small clouds of
frozen vapour which formed over our heads, the graves which were the reason for
Beechey Island's Eskimo name- Iluvialu.

Three ofFranklin's men died during their first Arctic winter here and to their
graves on that lonely snow-packed shore had been added that ofone of the many
men who sailed from England to the Canadian Arctic in an effort to discover
Franklin's fate.

I climbed slowly until I stood 50m or so above the bay where Elijah was busy
erecting the tent. Four wind-eroded head boards protruded through the narrow
strip of packed snow which clung to the foot of the steep cliffs.

I t was an eerie place.
I could not help but reflect on the differing circumstances which had brought

these men and myself to this lonely place. They had reached Beechey Island after
several months sailing and were prepared for two or more winters in the Arctic. I
had left Montreal merely a few days earlier to join Elijah on his spring hunting
trip, the distance and hardship shrunken to hours in an aircraft seat.

'Teemik!' came Elijah's faint call from the steam-shrouded tent and my reverie
was broken.

Lhjah utara was a hunter ofamazing ability. He could find a seal breathing
hole or a polar bear den almost by instinct and he handled his 40 year old
Lee-Enfield rifle as a concert violinist would a Stradivarius. However, he was
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concerned about one gap in his otherwise wide experience, and prior to our
journey he confided that he had never before 'slept with a white man!'

Like all Eskimos he was immensely patient and energetic. His face, shrouded
by his caribou skin parka, was always split by an enormous grin which revealed a,
spectacularly erratic set of teeth on which the duration of the expedition was
recorded by an ever darkening tea stain. We had started from Resolute Bay two
days earlier with two ski-doos, each towing a large sledge, or 'komatik', loaded
with supplies and fuel. In the Canadian Arctic the ski-doo has almost completely
replaced the dog sledge. It is faster and does not need feeding in summer, but it is
difficult and expensive to maintain and in consequence has upset the traditional
economics ofeskimo hunting.

Camping and travelling in such low temperatures presented few problems.
Warm parkas, pants and skin boots were essential, as were thin gloves inside fur
ou ters for the difficult task of taking photographs. Perhaps the most rigid disci
pline to adjust to was that ofnever taking cameras, film, rifles or ammunition into
the tent, but to leave them outside- within easy reach - to avoid condensation
and subsequent freezing. In good weather a tent provided shelter each night; in
the biting cold wind for which the region was notorious we sought out banks of
wind-packed snow in which to build igloo.

From Beechey Island we headed along the ice-locked coast ofDevon Island to
look for caribou. After a long travelling day Elijah was still raring to go and within
20 minutes ofsetting up camp we had located two caribou nearby.

We approached up wind with the ski-doos on low throttle.
'Have they seen us?'
'Imaqa', maybe, grunted Elijah easing the bolt action ofhis rifle.
Two shots rang out and separate mushroom clouds ofpowder snow rose where

the caribou fell. They had come to terms with this frozen land; they were fat, and
Elijah was well pleased.

After we had towed the dead caribou back to our camp Elijah assumed a
solemn expression and reached deep into his caribou skin parka. Out came a
smart blue box which in another world might have contained a pearl necklace.
Opening it carefully because of his bulky gloves he produced a cheap ball point
pen with a digital clock incorporated in one end.

'Mana, eleven forty five,' he announced in sonorous tones and slowly and
deliberately returned the pen to its case and the case to the interior of his parka.
Many times on our journey this Dali-esque scene took place on random occasions
when Elijah was motivated to tell me the time. The operation was lengthy due to
his bulky clothing, unnecessary as I had a perfectly good watch and particularly
incongruous in an icy wilderness of24 hours daylight where all time had sunk to
the lowest level of consciousness, and travelling conditions, weather and a
hundred and one other factors were of infinitely more importance.

That night we took it in turns to tend the caribou steaks sizzling on the
Coleman stove and to skin and eviscerate the caribou lying outside the tent in the
pale pink Arctic night. This gruesome task was performed with my Swiss army
knife, by far the sharpest knife we had with us. Elijah thus demonstrated that he
shared the traditional Eskimo disregard for personal possessions and that this
ethic extended at times even to items of equipment on which his life, and mine,
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depended!
Meat and tea are the staple foods for such a sledge journey and both are

consumed with much bannock, the Eskimo form of unleavened bread which is
baked into coils and taken along in vast quantities on any journey. Elijah and I,
appetites whetted by hard work in the cold, gorged ourselves and then struggled
out of the warm sanctuary of the tent to re-fuel the ski-doos and load the
remaining meat onto the komatiks while the numbing cold chilled us until we
ached. Then weary with fatigue and food we collapsed into our sleeping bags, into
a sleep-from which dreams ofmarauding polar bears would have had little chance
ofwaking us!

The caribou hunt over we climbed slowly though winding valleys onto the
snow-streaked plateau ofDevon Island. On the summit, with range after range of
flat-topped hills disappearing into the blue distance, we bogged down in soft
snow and had to harness both ski-doos to one komatik at a time in order to make
progress. In the few areas where the bare brown rock had been blown free ofsnow
it was frost-shattered and angular, riven by the intense cold to reveal the
occasional jewel-like fossil shell and the almost unbelievable fact of the land-
scape's tropical origin. .

Here, too, we came across the carcass ofa small Peary caribou which had been
run down by a wolf. Frozen solid the pale white body was a reminder that life and
death continue even in this hostile world. Elijah, ever practical, propped the rigid
body against a rock as a marker, and then stood back and chuckled at the
macabre effect.

Keeping a careful watch on each other's faces for the tell-tale signs of frostbite
we crossed the upland and began to descend in high winds and deep snow to a
network offjords leading intoJones Sound. Our route lay first under the towering
castles of rock which punctuate the north coast of Devon Island, and then across
the great coastal indentation of Bear Bay.

The names ofgeographical features in most parts of the Arctic are a roll call of
the area's earlier explorers and the N coast of Devon Island was no exception.
The long traverse ofBear Bay was enlivened by study of the map wedged behind
the ski-doo's windscreen. It revealed the names of the hardy Norwegians,
Englishmen and Jorth Americans who were the first to reach these remote lands.

My diary noted, 'Droning on and on over Bear Bay, the ski-doo engine whines
up and over the hard wind-blown banks of snow, the komatik lurches, bangs
down on the other side and we accelerate again. How different to the altogether
more gentle pace of dog travel!' Lurching over the tide-crack we reached Grise
Fjord and in the silence which settled like a blanket when the engines were
switched off we were greeted, as usual, by crowds of enthusiastic children. This
was where my wife, Jeni and I had completed a long dog sledge journey some
years earlier and there were familiar faces in the crowd.

'Kuta,' came the shy greetings as our old friends came forward to shake hands.
The settlement, the most northerly in Canada, occupies a narrow strip of

almost level ground at the foot of the steep cliffs rising to the interior ice cap which
shrouds most ofEllesmere Island. The men here are hunters and their pursuits of
walrus, narwhal and bears are long, difficul t and dangerous. Most men still die of
accidents, but the totally hard life of the pre-contact Eskimo has gone forever.
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The hunters now return to watch video films on their cassette players, one of
them has a heart pace-maker and they have their own local radio station,
although while I was there it went off the air when the announcer fell asleep at the
microphone!

I stayed in Elijah's government-provided wooden house, watched Superman
video films and shared the large family's unstructured way oflife. Although the
house was fitted with modern plumbing we all had to go next door to use a bath,
as the skin ofElijah's most recent polar bear was soaking in his own! We made the
long return journey to Resolute by a different route. Our last camp was both cold
(-35°C) and windy, sheltering under Cape Dungeness, a monolith of sedi
mentary rock named many years ago by a man of Kent far from home.

Back in Resolute, Elijah came to say goodbye. He leaned over the table, and as
we shook hands I glimpsed his teeth - now shining bright again!

I watched from the window as he jumped onto his ski-doo, gunned the engine
and rapidly dwindled into a black speck almost lost in the immensity of Barrow
Strait.

A brisk breeze stripped snow from the terra cotta gravel and hurled it at the
window. A lifetime's experience for me had been but a passing moment in time for
him - almost forgotten.
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